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Switch Go Digital 
World Smartest Solutions 
For Your E-Invoicing



Switch Go Digital o�ers a suite of 

powerful cutting edge solutions 

which uses a modular approach 

to help migrate organizations to a 

completely digital ecosystem with 

unmatched features to increase 

your team’s productivity and 

e�ciency by enhanced 

automation of core functions 

such as Accounts Payable. 

Our robust platforms easily 

integrate with legacy solutions 

used by organizations worldwide. 

We strongly believe that 

automated bookkeeping is the 

future of accounting and hence 

we are aligned with this 

revolution of enabling a highly 

intelligent, ML and AI based 

solution which ensures 3x 

Increase in ROI with transparency, 

accuracy and speed.

We invite you to partner with us 

and o�er a larger basket of value 

added services to your key clients. 

Switch Go Digital can be a 

game-changing tool for 

organizations wanting to migrate 

to higher level of digitalization 

and free up expensive resources 

for critical work.

100% Digitalization 

guaranteed

VAT & Line level

Hassle free automated 

conversion

Easy integration and o�ering of 

SmartUBL with your existing range of 

o�ered solutions

Advanced Bookkeeping

Processing on Line Level

Increased ROI with Minimum 

Involvement

Automated e-Invoice 

distribution

Peppol Network and 

standards

Routing Invoices though 

best channels

The Future of Accounting: 'Think Digital' 

Digitise, Simplify and Accelerate Your Accounting

Partner with the Smartest

With Switch Go Digital, 

it is always a Win-Win for all!

Smart UBL 1 2 3

White label solution

O�ering our solutions as value 

added services jointly to your 

key clients
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Reference Partner

Smart PEPPOL
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With digitalisation sweeping the business world, 

SmartPEPPOL helps you migrate to a 100% digital 

eco-system. It enables organisations to move from paper 

invoices to digital invoices. One can now receive and send 

critical data securely via the European Peppol network. 
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Helps with a unique and powerful tool to 

assist Go Digital program. You can switch to 

digital invoice flow in a few easy steps.

Productivity, quality, reliability.

The only way to accelerate digital invoice processing is the use of a set 

of smart tools which help organisations make an e�ortless transition to 

digital invoice processing. With the powerful tools Switch Go Digital 

o�ers, one can immediately monitor and trach which invoices one can 

collect and send digitally. 

Step by step to digital 

The World’s Smartest solution in its segment, it provides 100% identical 

processing of paper and digital invoices. One can Start with high-quality 

processing of the paper flow and guide their administrations in making the 

switch to fully digital invoice processing. The combination of Peppol, digital 

invoice and Smartbooqing delivers the most powerful and advanced 

combination in Accounts Payable. 

In addition to the maximum automation of the incoming invoice flow, other 

incoming flows are also digitized. End customers can make use of 

functionalities such as authorization and invoices via the app. 

Switch Go Digital : the Preferred One-Stop-Solution

Digital declaration and authorization 

With Switch Go Digital, 

it is always a Win-Win for all!

SWITCH Go Digital



Unmatched Solutions:

Smart UBL

100% complete data – Always!

Options for VAT line and Multi Line digital 

invoice conversion

All latin script languages supported (All major 

European and American languages)

Peppol BIS 3.0 and UBL 2.1 Validation

Automated checks and validations

Backend manual verification where essential

Machine learning for faster and accurate data

Plug and play with API, email, web upload 

options for easy

Easy and automatic submission and receipt 

of invoices
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Now digitize any scan into an e-Invoice of 

your preferred format (UBL, BIS) with 

unmatched 100% complete conversion! 

SmartUBL digitalisation can help a firm migrate to a 

100% digital organisation where invoices get 

auto-processed and seamlessly go instantly into 

their workflow. Manual data entry or manual 

reviews are now redundant, saving precious time 

and resources.

User Friendly, Fast, Accurate.

UBL

With Switch Go Digital, 

it is always a Win-Win for all!



Increased Productivity

Fast Turn Around Time

100% Digital eco-system from day 1

Speed allows Faster Processing, Approvals 

& Payments

Easy Implementation in any Software

Robust and reliable. No hidden costs

Scalable Process including Cloud service
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Smart UBL

Smart UBL

100% digital, both VAT level and Article level

Majority of global countries and languages supported

Enrichments, corrections and extra fields possible.

Autogenerated checks, validations, warnings. The 

system is easy and scalable as cloud but adjustable to 

one’s need and operational over many countries.

What distinguishes our solution?

With Switch Go Digital, 

it is always a Win-Win for all!



Only solution ensuring all documents are digitised with 100% 

accuracy, even on line level!. Convenience of scanning 

complete data from a document. O�ers even unseparated, 

unsorted delivery if required. Smartbooqing is UBL ready and 

supports all systems for the delivery of digital invoices
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Smartbooqing is a gamechanger in the field of 

automated bookkeeping and RPA. It includes the 

Advanced Invoice Digitalisation functionality of 

SmartUBL which converts any scan into a 100% 

digital format. Smartbooqing also has additional 

built-in functionalities for automated bookkeeping 

and document enrichments for a seamless 

processing of documents. In addition, 

Smartbooqing has very accurate red flags, checks & 

validations and need based client review options 

for a quick and accurate accounting. 

100% Digital

Documents, whether incoming or outgoing are distributed 

automatically and are auditable (with Peppol) Documents are 

processed automatically including their Codes, Dimensions, 

Checks and validations

200% Automated

Best in breed technology ensures documents are processed 

uniformly on a detailed level, Quality: Invoice lines, 

discounts, investments and private are always processed 

correctly. Documents are booked consistently and uniformly 

Checks, validations and notifications for QC safeguards to 

maintain high quality

300% More Quality

With Switch Go Digital, 

it is always a Win-Win for all!



Smartbooqing ensures expensive resources can be freed for 

more critical work while all docs are verified, validated and 

checked against rigorous standards. Smartbooqing highlights 

review points - only 20% docs may need a review and as few 

as 10% may need edits Much higher quality ensures lesser 

review and changes saving time. Automatically organizes your 

administration. Your first invoice will be processed 

immediately! O�ers uniformity across relationships, across the 

year and, if desired, even across multiple administrations!

Smartbooqing is UBL ready and supports all systems for the 

delivery of digital invoices. With the SWITCH - Go Digital 

program you can switch to digital invoice flow in a few steps.
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400% More productivity

Smartbooqing and digital invoicing

Expert booking on both simple and advanced invoices.

Many advanced features for highly automated processing.

Enrichments like cost codes, project codes built in.

Autogenerated review summary with checks and alerts 

Very high degree of automation results in unmatched 

quality and productivity.

What distinguishes our solution?

With Switch Go Digital, 

it is always a Win-Win for all!



SmartPeppol delivers the invoices 

through Peppol when possible and 

email otherwise. Your contacts can 

join Peppol in just a few clicks. 

Peppol is the European Network for sending digital documents like 

electronic invoices. One can join Peppol through a certified Access Point 

like Smartbooqing and exchange digital document with your contacts. 

After activation for Peppol the Smartbooqing dashboard shows which 

contacts are already on Peppol. 
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SmartPeppol: Send

Your suppliers can easily find you on 

Peppol and can easily send you their 

digital invoices.

SmartPeppol: Receive

Smart Peppol gives insight on how digital your administration is and 

which contacts are on Peppol.

Outgoing invoices get auto-routed through Peppol first, and mail second.

Both suppliers as clients can be onboarded to Peppol for free.

What distinguishes our solution?

With Switch Go Digital, 

it is always a Win-Win for all!

Smart PEPPOL
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UBL

Together: End game of accounting
now accessible

complete, correct data

Digital documents 

from source:

Automated secure 

reliable distribution

Stronger 

documentation

Advanced automated 

processing, enrichment, 

validations and review 

summary
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With Switch Go Digital, 

it is always a Win-Win for all!
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For more information, contact 

  +31 085-0653090

Stay Connected
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Smartbooqing.com

hello@smartbooqing.com

https://www.smartbooqing.com/

hello@smartbooqing.com

https://www.linkedin.com/company/smartbooqing/?viewAsMember=true


